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Abstract: All four chimpanzee sub-species populations are declining due to multiple factors including
human-caused habitat loss. Effective conservation efforts are therefore needed to ensure their
long-term survival. Habitat suitability models serve as useful tools for conservation planning by
depicting relative environmental suitability in geographic space over time. Previous studies mapping
chimpanzee habitat suitability have been limited to small regions or coarse spatial and temporal
resolutions. Here, we used Random Forests regression to downscale a coarse resolution habitat
suitability calibration dataset to estimate habitat suitability over the entire chimpanzee range at 30-m
resolution. Our model predicted habitat suitability well with an r2 of 0.82 (˘0.002) based on 50-fold
cross validation where 75% of the data was used for model calibration and 25% for model testing;
however, there was considerable variation in the predictive capability among the four sub-species
modeled individually. We tested the influence of several variables derived from Landsat Enhanced
Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) that included metrics of forest canopy and structure for four three-year
time periods between 2000 and 2012. Elevation, Landsat ETM+ band 5 and Landsat derived canopy
cover were the strongest predictors; highly suitable areas were associated with dense tree canopy
cover for all but the Nigeria-Cameroon and Central Chimpanzee sub-species. Because the models
were sensitive to such temporally based predictors, our results are the first to highlight the value of
integrating continuously updated variables derived from satellite remote sensing into temporally
dynamic habitat suitability models to support near real-time monitoring of habitat status and decision
support systems.

Keywords: chimpanzee; conservation; habitat suitability monitoring; MaxEnt, random forests;
species distribution model

1. Introduction

The dramatic decline in biodiversity has become so great that it is considered an important facet
of global change in its own right [1]. Biodiversity loss has multiple causes, with habitat destruction
via land-cover and land-use change as the predominant driver [2–4]. The majority of future land-use
change will likely occur in tropical regions [5], which are home to almost half of all described species [6],
including humans’ closest living relatives, the chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes). It has been estimated
that more than 70% of chimpanzee tropical forest habitats are now threatened by infrastructure
development and land use change [7]. All four chimpanzee sub-species (Western (P.t. versus),
Nigeria-Cameroon (P.t. ellioti), Central (P.t. troglodytes), and Eastern (P.t. schweinfurthii)) have been
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classified as endangered on the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List.
In fact, it has been estimated that their cumulative population has declined by more than 66% over
the past 40 years [8] and there is a decreasing trend in population for all four sub-species [9–12].
Major threats to current populations include habitat loss from resource extraction activities and land
conversion, hunting, disease and the illegal pet trade. Chimpanzees occupy a wide variety of forest
and woodland habitats and serve as an umbrella species [13]; thus, protecting chimpanzee habitat
could help conserve habitat for many other species.

The Open Standards for the Practice of Conservation (OSPC) provides a framework to guide the
development and implementation of conservation projects [14]. OSPC is a collaborative and adaptive
management process that strategically focuses conservation decisions on clearly defined objectives
and prioritized threats and measures success in a manner that enables adaptation and learning over
time. A key component outlined in the OSPC is an overall assessment of the viability or health of
the conservation target and the establishment of a monitoring plan that requires indicators that are
measurable, precise, consistent and sensitive [14]. Habitat suitability models (HSMs), also referred
to as species distribution or ecological niche models, are useful tools that can fit easily within this
framework. HSMs use statistical and machine learning techniques to find empirical relationships
between observed species' occurrences and environmental descriptors, such as resource, biotic and
climatic factors, to estimate conditions that are suitable for population viability [15], or to predict
the likelihood of occurrence [16,17] in geographic space. Results from HSMs are most convincing
when they are fit with both presence and absence data. However, due to the difficulty of acquiring
ecologically meaningful absence data, HSMs are often constructed with so called ”presence only”
data [18]. When models are fit with presence only data, the output can be interpreted as a relative
measure of environmental suitability rather than the probability of presence [19,20] typically with a
range between 0 (unsuitable) and 1 (highly suitable).

The use of HSMs to model and map chimpanzee habitat suitability is a recent endeavor and
has been used to answer questions applicable to chimpanzee conservation and ecology. Vegetation
layers derived from Landsat ETM+ data were used in [21] to model potential habitat suitability
for chimpanzees in Western Tanzania at 90 m resolution. Landsat TM derived variables were used
to generate habitat distribution maps for three time periods between 1986 and 2003 for a small
area in Guinea-Bissau, within the range of P.t. verus, where a marked decrease in habitat area and
connectivity was found [22]. Habitat suitability was mapped for the P.t. schweinfurthii range at
10 km resolution using climate, human impact and vegetation variables to aid in the delineation
of areas for new population survey efforts [23]. HSMs were used for P.t. ellioti in Nigeria and
Cameroon and P.t. troglodytes in Cameroon using climate, topographic, human population density
and canopy cover variables at 1-km resolution to investigate the role of environmental variation in the
genetic dissimilarity between the two sub-species and to assess potential future impacts of climate
change on their habitat suitability [24]. The first range-wide study was performed by [25], who used
climate, human impact and vegetation variables as model inputs to map habitat suitability for all
four chimpanzee sub-species, and all African Great Apes, at 5-km resolution for both the 1990s and
2000s, and found a decrease in suitable habitat over time. Field researchers from several conservation
organizations contributed data and were involved in the publication; thus, their results represent
the most currently accepted and published state of chimpanzee habitat suitability across the field.
We therefore rely on the results from Reference [25] for this study.

The objectives of this study are to map chimpanzee habitat suitability at 30-m resolution and
provide information on changes in suitability through time to demonstrate that remotely sensed
datasets that are updated on a continual basis can be used in near real-time conservation monitoring
plans. Previous studies have attempted to determine the environmental variables that govern the
observed distribution of chimpanzees at local, regional and range-wide scales. In this study, we
determine which regularly updated remotely sensed variables are most useful indicators for effective
and continuous monitoring of chimpanzee habitats. We utilized a modified version of habitat suitability
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modeling where, instead of using presence data to calibrate our model, we rescaled the coarse
resolution habitat suitability map cited in Reference [25] to 30-m resolution using variables derived
from remotely sensed datasets as input into a Random Forests regression model. Our results inform
field monitoring efforts that support conservation planning and measure success as they portray finer
scale habitat variation over several time periods.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area covers the ranges of the four chimpanzee sub-species that span central and
western Sub-Saharan Africa over an approximately 2.3 ˆ 106 km2 area [26] (Figure 1), which represents
approximately 7.5% of the African continental area. Chimpanzees occupy a wide variety of forest
habitats across their range, including humid evergreen forests, mosaic woodlands, deciduous forest,
and dry savanna woodlands [27]. Their habitats also cover a large elevation range, from sea-level in
West Africa up to 2600 m in East Africa [26]. For our study, we used geographic range extents for each
of the sub-species from the IUCN Red List. We buffered each range by 100 km to cover any suitable
habitat that may fall outside the delineated range.
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Figure 1. Overview of study area with the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Red List ranges of the four chimpanzee sub-species overlaid on top of data showing percent canopy
cover from [28].

2.2. Habitat Data

Data on the spatial distribution of habitat suitability for most of the study area are from
Reference [25], who used location data from the IUCN/Species Survival Commission A.P.E.S. (Ape
Populations, Environments and Surveys) database (http://apes.eva.mpg.de), which serves as a central
repository for all ape related survey data. Resulting estimates of habitat suitability were foundational
for this study.

Logistic regression modelling was used in Reference [25] to develop HSMs. Logistic regression
requires both a positive and negative outcome. In this case, known chimpanzee locations were used as
the positive outcome and the negative outcome was composed of “pseudo-absences”. Pseudo-absences
were selected based on the output from MaxEnt, a software package widely used to generate habitat
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suitability models where presence only data are available [29]. Grid-cells with low predicted suitability
from the MaxEnt model were more likely to be used as the negative outcome in the logistic regression
models. Predictor variables used in Reference [25] included bioclimatic variables from the WorldClim
dataset, forest cover products derived from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS)
and the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensors, human population density,
proximity to roads and proximity to navigable rivers.

Location data covering the dry forests and miombo woodlands of western Tanzania were not
included in the APES database; therefore these important chimpanzee habitats were not reflected in the
output from Reference [25]. In order to include these habitats in our model, we incorporated a habitat
suitability model created by the authors of [21] specifically for this region based on nest locations
(Figure 2B). Mahalanobis distance was used to relate chimpanzee location data, collected as part of
biodiversity surveys conducted by the authors of [30], to three environmental predictors: distance to
the nearest forest patch, distance to steep slopes (i.e., slopes greater than 20˝) and elevation [30]. In the
context of habitat suitability modeling, the Mahalanobis distance is the squared difference (in feature
space) between a vector of values for the environmental predictors at un-sampled locations and the
vector containing the mean values for the same predictors at sampled locations [31]. Mahalanobis
distances are approximately distributed as Chi-square with n degrees of freedom where n is the
number predictor variables, therefore a location that has a vector identical to the mean vector will have
a typicality of 1.0 while larger distances will approach a typicality of 0 [32]. In order for the prediction
from this model to be on the same scale as [25], Mahalanobis distances were converted to typicality
probabilities by assuming a Chi-square distribution with three degrees of freedom. The suitability map
was then coarsened from its native 90-m resolution to approximately 5-km resolution and combined
with the 2000s prediction produced by Reference [25].
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Figure 2. (A) Habitat suitability data used for Random Forest calibration [25] and (B) habitat suitability
data for the miombo woodlands of western Tanzania [21].

2.3. Satellite Data

Spectral reflectance, forest structure and forest loss data were from a recent processing and
synthesis of the Landsat ETM+ data archive performed by the authors of [28]. This dataset consists of
global annual composites of percent canopy cover, canopy height, and top of canopy reflectance for
Landsat ETM+ bands 3, 4, 5 and 7, as well as annual data of forest loss from 2000 to 2012. The global
products are in a geographic coordinate system and were disaggregated into 10˝ ˆ 10˝ tiles with a
resolution of 0.000278 decimal degrees (~30 m). To reduce the effects of noise and to fill data gaps
due to persistent cloud cover, we divided the annual composites into four time periods by applying a
three year median to the canopy cover, canopy height, and spectral band layers, resulting in datasets
representing 2000–2003, 2004–2006, 2007–2009, and 2010–2012 time periods. The method for generating
Landsat based canopy cover and forest loss data can be found in Reference [28], however the canopy
height data were not included as part of the initial data release. Global tree height maps were generated
on an annual time scale using a regression tree model that related height measurements from the
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Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS), part of the ICESat satellite mission, to Landsat time-series
metrics. These height maps were used in Reference [33] to estimate carbon emissions from natural
and managed forests; model error was quantified using a random 90% subset of the available GLAS
data to train the model while the remaining 10% was used for testing model performance. Root mean
square error and mean absolute error for the tropics was 8.1 m and 5.9 m, respectively. For additional
information on the method used to generate the tree height maps from Landsat data, see Reference [34].

Topographic data for the study region were from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM)
3 arc-second resolution dataset and locations of rivers were from the SRTM Waterbodies Dataset
(SWBD). The SWBD was created as a by-product of the finished SRTM DEM and includes water bodies
detectable at approximately 30-m resolution at the time of the SRTM shuttle flight, circa February
2000 [35]. The SWBD is distributed in vector format, which we rasterized to ~30-m resolution to match
the resolution of the Hansen et al. 2013 [28] dataset. We also resampled the elevation and slope layers
to ~30 m to match the resolution of the dataset in Reference [28].

Derivation of Predictor Variables and Calibration Data

A full list of predictor variables used to construct the habitat suitability models is shown in
Table 1. We identified the set of predictor variables based on the variables used to generate the HSMs
in Reference [25] and variables used in other studies on chimpanzee habitat suitability. Canopy cover
and canopy height were included in the set of predictor variables because measurements of forest
structure (e.g., percent canopy cover) were found to be important in the determination of chimpanzee
habitat suitability in several previous studies [23–25]. Spectral metrics, namely NDVI, were found
to be an important predictor in Reference [22], which they argued served as a proxy for ecosystem
functioning. We chose to include all Landsat ETM+ bands and band derivatives from the dataset in
Reference [28] for this reason and because several studies have found an association between spectral
data and forest structure metrics [36–38].

Distance to the nearest forest patch was used as a predictor variable both in the habitat suitability
models for Western Tanzania [21] and in Reference [22], and was therefore included in the set of
predictor variables. In this study, we defined forest as 40% canopy cover with a minimum patch size of
0.5 ha, which is a combination of definitions used by the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) and Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) for closed forests [39,40]. We applied a
threshold of 40% or greater to the canopy cover layers and removed patches smaller than 5 Landsat
pixels or approximately 0.5 ha. We used these layers to calculate the minimum per pixel distance to
the nearest forest patch for all four time periods.

Human impacts on chimpanzee habitat were found to be important in References [24,25], and
Reference [23] that used some form of gridded human population as a predictor variable. Deforestation
and forest fragmentation are the direct result of human activity and are known to adversely affect
biodiversity [41]. In this study, we used forest loss and fragmentation metrics as proxies for human
impact on chimpanzee habitat. We created forest edge layers for each time period by calculating the
per pixel distance from the interior of each forest patch to the nearest forest edge. In addition, we
calculated the proportion of forest edge within a buffer of 1 km and 25 km for each pixel. We chose a
buffer of 1 km to capture the influence of local scale fragmentation while the 25 km diameter represents
the upper limit of a chimpanzee’s home range [42–44].

We used the forest loss data from Reference [28] to create four binary loss/no-loss layers for
2000–2003, 2004–2007, 2008–2009, and 2010–2012 time periods. To clean the data, we removed pixels
that were labeled as forest-loss in non-forest pixels and used the same minimum size to define forest
patches (i.e., 0.5 ha). We used these layers to calculate the per-pixel distance to the nearest forest loss
patch and the proportion of loss in 1 km and 25 km in diameter, respectively.

We used topographic information including elevation, slope and distance to steep slopes as
predictor variables in our model because previous studies have found they factor into the prediction
of chimpanzee habitat suitability. Chimpanzee nests were generally found to be absent in forests and
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woodlands in elevations greater than approximately 1900 m [21,23]. In addition, chimpanzees have
been found to potentially prefer to nest on steep slopes, with a grade greater than 20˝. Slope was found
to be a prominent factor in the prediction of habitat suitability in Reference [24], particularly for the
P.t. ellioti sub-species. Finally, we used the rasterized SWBD dataset to calculate the per pixel distance
to rivers because the authors of [25] found proximity to rivers to be a significant predictor of habitat
suitability in all of their models. We decided to use the SWBD dataset to map the range-wide river
network rather than the Digital Chart of the World data used in Reference [25], as it is a more current
depiction of the river network.

In order to match the spatial resolution of the calibration dataset, all predictor variables for the
2000–2003 time period were resampled from 30 m to 5 km by averaging all 30 m pixels within a 5 km
grid-cell. Values for the habitat suitability layer and predictor layers were extracted for each of the
four sub-species ranges resulting in 18,000, 71,500, 45,000, and 48,000 samples (i.e., 5-km grid-cells) for
P.t. ellioti, P.t. schweinfurthii, P.t. troglodtyes and P.t. verus, respectively. We generated fifty boot-strapped
training and testing datasets for each sub-species by randomly sampling 75% of each dataset for model
calibration and 25% for model validation. We created an additional fifty training and testing datasets
that represented the entire chimpanzee range by combining training and testing datasets from each
sub-species. We then predicted habitat suitability from the range-wide, 5-km resolution calibration
map using a suite of remotely sensed derived metrics (Table 1).

Table 1. List of predictor variables used as input to Random Forest regression models.

Variable Units Source Abbreviation

Landsat ETM+ band 3 (0.63–0.69 µM) % reflectance Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B3
Landsat ETM+ band 4 (0.77–0.90 µM) % reflectance Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B4
Landsat ETM+ band 5 (1.55–1.75 µM) % reflectance Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B5 *
Landsat ETM+ band 7 (2.09–2.35 µM) % reflectance Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B7
Normalized difference band4/band3 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] NormB4/B3
Normalized difference band4/band5 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] NormB4/B5
Normalized difference band4/band7 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] NormB4/B7 *

band3/band5 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B3/B5 *
band3/band7 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B3/B7
band5/band7 Unitless Hansen et al. 2013 [28] B5/B7
Canopy cover Percent Hansen et al. 2013 [28] CC *
Canopy height M Hansen et al. 2013 [28] HT *

Distance to forest M Hansen et al. 2013 [28] DF
Distance to forest loss M Hansen et al. 2013 [28] DL

Forest loss in 1 km buffer Proportion Hansen et al. 2013 [28] L1K
Forest loss in 25 km buffer Proportion Hansen et al. 2013 [28] L25K *

Distance to forest edge M Hansen et al. 2013 [28] DE *
Forest edge in 1 km buffer Proportion Hansen et al. 2013 [28] E1K
Forest edge in 25 km buffer Proportion Hansen et al. 2013 [28] E25K *

Distance to rivers M SWBD [35] DR *
Distance to steep slopes M SRTM [35] DS *

Elevation M SRTM [35] EL *
Slope Degrees SRTM [35] SLP *

* indicates variable was included in final model. See Section 2.4.1 for details on variable selection.

2.4. Habitat Suitability Estimation

We used Random Forests regression to estimate range-wide chimpanzee habitat suitability with
the Sci-kit Learn module in the python software environment [45]. Random Forests is an ensemble
technique in the Classification and Regression Trees (CART) family of machine learning methods [46].
Random Forests works by constructing several regression trees based on bootstrapped samples of the
input dataset and each node is split using the best from a random subset of predictors and each tree is
grown to full size. Overfitting in Random Forests is avoided by averaging the predictions produced by
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individual trees. Random Forests have the attractive properties of being insensitive to non-normally
distributed variables, non-linear relationships, and co-linear predictor variables [47]. In addition, only
two primary parameters are required for Random Forest models; the number of trees constructed in
each forest and the number of variables to consider at each node split.

We calibrated Random Forests regression models using satellite data from 2000–2003 to have
a close temporal match with Reference [25]. The climate, demographic and topographic variable
data used in Reference [25] are not updated regularly and could presumably be used to predict
habitat suitability over a fairly wide temporal range. Canopy cover metrics, on the other hand, were
from AVHRR and MODIS continuous field estimates representing forest in the first few years of the
2000 decade.

While the authors of [25] created a separate model for each sub-species, we investigated if a
general, range-wide model could reasonably predict habitat suitability for each of the sub-species.
An initial Random Forests regression model was constructed for each bootstrapped training sample for
each sub-species as well as a general, range-wide model from the pooled sub-species data. Predictions
were made from each model on the test data, and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was computed for
each bootstrapped sample. A preliminary analysis indicated that using a range-wide model to predict
suitability for each of the sub-species ranges did not result in a substantial increase in error for any of
the sub-species (Figure 3). We therefore focused on the development of a general, range-wide model
for the remainder of this manuscript.
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2.4.1. Selection of Predictor Variables

To create the most parsimonious model possible, we first removed highly correlated variables in
addition to the variables that contributed little to the predictive capability of the model. We created
a correlation matrix for all predictor variables to determine the coefficient of determination for each
combination of variables. For each pair of highly correlated variables (r2 > 0.9), we calculated the
coefficient of determination between each variable and habitat suitability and retained the predictor
variables with the highest coefficient of determination. We found canopy height and percent canopy
cover to have a correlation coefficient greater than 0.9; however, we decided to retain both variables
because of their recognizable ecological importance to chimpanzee habitat. Next, we used recursive
feature elimination to remove variables that had little influence on the model’s predictive power.
Recursive feature elimination operates by first ranking all variables by a measure of importance. Here,
we ranked variables by the mean increase in RMSE when the values for a particular variable were
randomly permuted [48]. The variable that resulted in the smallest increase in RMSE was dropped
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and a new model was created, and new ranks were then calculated for each variable. We continued
this process until RMSE reached a minimum [49]. The lowest RMSE occurred when a subset of
12 variables was used to construct Random Forest models. Mean RMSE for models created using a
subset of variables (0.041 ˘ 0.002) was slightly lower, but not significantly different than the mean
RMSE (0.042 ˘ 0.003) from models created using the full set of variables.

2.5. Habitat Suitability Prediction

We used all samples from the calibration dataset to train the final Random Forests model of
habitat suitability. We found that out of bag (i.e., the sample withheld during the construction of trees)
error stabilized when a forest was created with 250 trees and 7 of the variables considered at each node
split. The final Random Forest model was used to create range-wide habitat suitability maps for the
2000–2003, 2004–2006, 2007–2009 and 2010–2012 time periods at the 30-m Landsat pixel scale.

3. Results

We found similar spatial patterns of habitat suitability between the calibration data (Figure 4A)
and the predictions from our model (Figure 4B). Moreover, we were able to model chimpanzee habitat
suitability reasonably well compared to the calibration data, explaining 82% (˘0.2%) of the variance
for the entire chimpanzee range (Table 2). However, there was considerable variation in the model’s
predictive capability among the four sub-species. Our model was able to explain 35% (˘1.95%),
89% (˘0.18%), 66% (˘0.47%), and 73% (˘0.44%) of the variance for P.t. ellioti, P.t. schweinfurthii,
P.t. troglodytes, and P.t. verus, respectively (Table 2). Compared to the calibration data, our model
tended to underestimate habitat suitability (Figure 5A,B). In general, areas where suitability was
underestimated occurred at low elevations with sparse canopy cover, while the opposite was true for
overestimated areas. Linear error patterns could be seen within the range of P.t. troglodtyes (Figure 5A),
which resulted from a spatial mismatch of rivers between our study and Reference [25] due to differing
river network datasets.
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution of differences between the 5-km resolution map used for model calibration
and the 30-m map after coarsening to 5-km resolution (A), distribution of suitability values of 5-km
calibration map (x-axis) and coarsened 30-m map (y-axis) for each sub-species (B). The one-to-one line
is shown in solid black and results of regressing values from the coarsened 30-m map onto values from
the 5-km map for each sub-species are shown by the dashed black line.
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Table 2. Cross-validated mean correlation coefficients with standard errors (N = 50 cross validations)
reported for the entire chimpanzee range, as well as for each sub-species.

Range Mean r2 Standard Error

Range-wide 0.82 0.001
P.t. ellioti 0.35 0.01

P.t. schweinfurthii 0.89 0.001
P.t. troglodytes 0.66 0.002

P.t. verus 0.73 0.002

Elevation, Landsat ETM+ band 5 and Landsat derived canopy cover were the strongest predictor
variables in our model (Figure 6). A significant association between habitat suitability and bioclimatic
variables was found in the suitability models for all four sub-species in Reference [25]. The bioclimatic
variables used in Reference [25] were taken from the WorldClim set of global climate layers, which were
created by interpolating weather station data using latitude, longitude and elevation as independent
variables [50]. It is therefore probable that elevation acted as a proxy for suitable climate conditions in
our model. Shortwave infrared reflectance is highly correlated with forest/non-forest, where forests
have lower reflectance due to absorption properties of live vegetation and light extinguishing effects
of tall forest canopies. The value of band 5 in discriminating Congo Basin forest from non-forest was
illustrated in Reference [51]. Trees in the CART family have been shown to exhibit a bias toward
variables that have many cut-points (i.e., variables with many unique values) [48]. Band 5 is tightly
correlated with canopy cover (r2 = 0.83) and canopy height (r2 = 0.82) in the calibration data. Canopy
cover values were all integers between 0 and 100, while canopy height values were all integers between
0 and 23. On the other hand, band 5 values were continuous on the interval 0 to 0.7, which provided
the algorithm with many more possible cut-points relative to canopy cover and canopy height. We
believe it may therefore likely be driving the model as a surrogate for forest structure.
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feature elimination. Confidence intervals (95%) were calculated using bootstrap sampling (N = 50).
Variable importance was measured by the mean increase in RMSE % when values for a variable were
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4. Discussion

This study represents the first attempt to map temporal dynamics of range-wide chimpanzee
habitat suitability at a finer spatial scale. Our model demonstrated sensitivity to environmental change,
which is a key feature for monitoring applications. The area depicted in Figure 7 is situated in the
Republic of Congo, which historically has not experienced any substantial human disturbance but
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recently has seen the most rapid increase in the establishment of logging roads among all Central
African nations [51]. Our model was able to detect the fine-scale changes in habitat suitability due to
human activities in the area (Figure 7B–E), whereas the coarse scale model was unable to resolve any
fine-scale variation (Figure 7F). These results highlight the value of integrating continuously updated
variables derived from satellite remote sensing into habitat suitability models for near real-time
monitoring and decision support. The Landsat suite of satellites has provided the longest continuing
record of standardized data of Earth’s land cover at 30-m resolution; metrics derived from these data
will be crucial for the development of standardized habitat suitability models that can be repeated and
integrated into long-term monitoring plans.
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Figure 7. Suitability values predicted by a Random Forests model for Central Africa (A), an area
experiencing selective logging circa 2003 (B), circa 2006 (C), circa 2009 (D), circa 2012 (E) and the area
as depicted in the 5-km resolution calibration data (F).

Previous studies have reported successful efforts to model chimpanzee habitat suitability,
including the two sources from which our model was calibrated. Direct comparison between studies
is difficult because, so far, there are only a few published studies and they generally do not have
overlapping study areas or represent habitat at substantially different spatial scales. All studies except
for Reference [30] utilized the MaxEnt software to generate their models, which reports model accuracy
based on the Area Under the Curve of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUC). AUC characterizes
the performance of a model at all possible thresholds by a single number that represents the probability
that a known presence location will be ranked higher than a random background location [29]. Typical
values for AUC are between 1.0–0.5 where a value of 1.0 represents a perfect fit while 0.5 indicates
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the model is no better than a random expectation [29]. The first study to use Landsat data to model
chimpanzee habitat suitability was Reference [22] and reported an average AUC value greater than
0.9 indicating a good model fit. In addition, they were also able to detect changes in habitat suitability
between two time periods. While their study area was much smaller than ours, a 2700 km2 region in
Guinea-Bissau, it lends support to the approach of using Landsat data to detect changes in chimpanzee
habitat suitability. Similar AUC values were reported in Reference [25], the primary calibration data
source for our model, which ranged from 0.86 to 0.93. The authors of [25] were able to compare
their habitat suitability model for P.t. schweinfurthii to the results from Reference [23] and found large
differences in the spatial distribution of habitat suitability for this sub-species. However, the maximum
AUC reported in Reference [23] was 0.67, which suggests the results from Reference [25] are a better
representation of habitat for this sub-species. Due to a lack of calibration data, important miombo
woodland habitat in Western Tanzania was predicted as unsuitable in Reference [25], which is the
reason we included model output from [30] in our calibration data. While the authors of [30] did not
provide AUC values for their model, they did assess model predictions with a 25% excluded portion
of the nest locations that was not used to create the Mahalanobis distance model and an independent
dataset from historical surveys. They found 92% of nests that were not used in model calibration and
84% of nests from historical surveys fell into the moderate to high suitability range. This indicates
that the model was able to predict suitable nesting sites, but unfortunately does not provide any
information about the model’s commission error.

While our model performed well across the chimpanzee range, it did show variation in its
predictive capability. Compared to the calibration data, our model underestimated regions of high
suitability in the P.t. ellioti and P.t. troglodytes ranges, which is likely due to missing predictor variables.
We found dense canopy cover to be an important predictor of habitat suitability in our model, however;
the authors of [25] did not find canopy cover to be a significant predictor variable in their models for
these two sub-species. Both of these sub-species are found in central Africa, which is thought to be the
last bastion of contiguous high quality chimpanzee habitat. While these large tracts of undisturbed
forest are likely suitable places for chimpanzees to live, recent research has found a catastrophic
decline in populations due to intense bush-meat hunting and disease [52]. High value tree species are
selectively logged in the region, which leaves forests largely intact; however, the creation of logging
roads opens up previously isolated forests, increasing the frequency of human contact and allowing
easier access for hunters [52,53]. An absence of chimpanzees in these intact forests is likely the reason
why habitat suitability is low in these areas and incorporating information on the proximity to logging
roads and camps would benefit model accuracy.

It is important to note that inaccuracies in our model could also arise from errors in the input
datasets to our model as well as errors in the datasets used to calibrate our model. Tree canopy cover
was an important predictor variable in our model and was derived from Landsat ETM+ spectral
data [28]. Canopy cover estimates from satellite data can be influenced by the composition of
understory vegetation, satellite signal saturation and phenological noise [54,55]. Moreover, tree
canopy cover from Reference [28] does not discriminate between forest types which could lead to
predicting suitable habitat in intensely managed forests. Habitat suitability models in Reference [25]
were generated using bioclimatic variables from the WorldClim dataset and considerable uncertainty
surrounds the estimated climate conditions in Africa due to an extremely sparse network of weather
stations found there [53]. Since elevation likely served as a proxy for climate in our model, errors in
Reference [25] associated with poorly estimated climate conditions will be present in our model.

An additional source of uncertainty in our model could come from the assumption that habitat
suitability is insensitive to changes in spatial resolution. However, our model used only continuous
variables, and the scaling properties of continuous data have been known for a long time [56].
Reflectance and canopy cover, which figure prominently in our estimates of habitat suitability, have
been demonstrated to be insensitive to changes in resolution [54,57]. In addition, the authors of [58]
showed that coarsening the grain size of predictive variables in a species distribution model did not
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significantly impact model performance, “Change in grain size does not have a substantial effect on
species distribution models. The trend is overall weakly significant towards degradation of model
performance, but improvement can also be observed for some species”. We further evaluated model
sensitivity to changes in spatial resolution by averaging all pixels of the 30-m suitability model
output within the extent of the 5-km grid-cells from the map used to calibrate the model. Figure 5A
portrays the difference between averaged predictions from our model at 5-km resolution and the map
used for calibration (observed), where areas of underestimation are seen in blue while overestimates
are seen in red. Figure 5B depicts the relationship of suitability values from the calibration data
(x-axis) and average predicted suitability from the Random Forests model in 5-km grid-cells for each
sub-species. The correlation coefficients between the estimated habitat suitability and suitability from
the calibration map were nearly identical to the relationships found from the cross-validation error
assessment (Table 1), which suggests that error scales with spatial resolution.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we extended previous efforts to create maps of range-wide chimpanzee habitat
suitability by using Random Forest regression to relate predictor variables derived from higher
temporal and spatial resolution remotely sensed datasets to a coarse resolution chimpanzee habitat
suitability map. We were able to map habitat suitability reasonably well, explaining 82% (˘0.2%) of
the variance in the calibration data based on 50-fold cross-validation; however, there was considerable
variation in predictive ability among the four different chimpanzee sub-species. Our model accounted
for 35% (˘1.95%), 89% (˘0.18%), 66% (˘0.47%) and 73% (˘0.44%) of the variance for P.t. ellioti
(Nigeria-Cameroon Chimpanzee), P.t. schweinfurthii (Eastern Chimpanzee), P.t. troglodytes (Central
Chimpanzee) and P.t. verus (Western Chimpanzee), respectively. We found that highly suitable
areas were associated with dense tree canopy cover for all but the Nigeria-Cameroon and Central
Chimpanzee sub-species. A recent proliferation of logging roads within the ranges of these sub-species
has resulted in increased hunting pressure and disease transmission, causing severe declines in
chimpanzee populations; therefore, seemingly undisturbed tracts of forest are devoid of chimpanzees.
Incorporating information on the proximity to logging roads and camps may therefore benefit future
modeling efforts. An important aspect of our approach that lends itself to conservation planning is
the value of integrating continuously updated variables derived from remote sensing into habitat
suitability models in order to detect and map change in suitability through time. With recent increases
in data processing capabilities, developing such abilities to dynamically model and map changes in
habitat suitability will be crucial for near real-time monitoring applications and the development of
management plans that consider long-term trends in human-induced land cover change.
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